Post-Apocalypse / Disaster
Enclave

Gone

by Ann Aguirre

by Michael Grant

After training to become a Huntress and
being partnered with a mysterious
Hunter named Fade, Deuce, who has only
lived underground, is exiled topside with
Fade, where they must survive the gangs
who live among the ruins of the city.

The Aftermath
by Jen Alexander
Living with a small clan of survivors in a
world overrun by cannibals and
pollution, young Claudia endures daily
tests involving physical and psychological
brutality in order to survive, while
gradually discovering that she has
become a pawn in a mysterious game
under the control of a faraway manipulator.

The Islands at the End of
the World

In a small town on the coast of California,
everyone over the age of fourteen
suddenly disappears, setting up a battle
between the remaining town residents
and the students from a local private
school, as well as those who have "The
Power" and are able to perform
supernatural feats and those who do not.

Monument 14
by Emmy Laybourne
Trapped inside a chain superstore by an
apocalyptic sequence of natural and
human disasters, six high school kids
from various popular and unpopular
social groups struggle for survival while
protecting a group of younger children.

The Living
by Matt de la Peña

When Hawaii is cut off from the rest of
the world by a catastrophic technology
failure, epileptic Leilani and her father
embark on a nightmarish journey home.

Taking a job on a luxury cruise liner to
help his struggling family, Shy anticipates
a season of lucrative tips and flirting only
to have everything change after a massive
earthquake that jeopardizes the survival
of everyone.

Ship Breaker

We All Looked Up

by Austin Aslan

by Paolo Bacigalupi
A tale set in a Gulf Coast shanty town 100
years in the future finds teen Nailer
dreaming of a better life on the sea before
discovering a beached clipper ship and
lone survivor.

Ashes
by Ilsa J. Bick
When all electronic technology and
billions of lives are lost in the wake of a
cataclysmic electromagnetic disaster,
survivors Alex, Tom and Ellie band
together to protect themselves from
bizarrely transformed, zombie-like
former humans that are hunting them.

by Tommy Wallach
The lives of four high school seniors
intersect weeks before a meteor is set to
pass through Earth's orbit, with a 66.6%
chance of striking and destroying all life
on the planet.

Blood Red Road
by Moira Young
In a distant future, Lugh is kidnapped,
and while his twin sister Saba and nineyear-old Emmi are trailing him across
bleak Sandsea they are captured, too, and
taken to brutal Hopetown, where Saba is
forced to be a cage fighter.
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